four kilometres deep and 900,000 years old. The echogram data Drury used -the printouts of which can be as long as 20 metres -resulted from four-hour round flights over the polar landscape. Fascinated both by the images themselves and their resonances with other physical phenomena, he printed out small sections on artists' paper, reworking the lines in ink and pencil. Manually and visually, he drew out the sense of flow across the undulating surfaces that demarcated the zones of time.
The data in the original echograms are intended to be read in a specific, analytical way. As an artist, Drury hopes to draw us into seeing the "bigger picture, exploring unusual connections". Under The Ice, Over the Unknown, detail Flight G23 (pictured) presents a rich opportunity for echoes of an imaginative kind. My immediate thought was that the illustration looked like a Chinese landscape painting, particularly the monochrome ink paintings characteristic of southern China during the Song dynasty. Then I recalled the 'images made by nature' , most notably the 'landscapes' that are visible by sectioning and polishing veined 'hard stones' (pietre dure) -a speciality of Florence from the seventeenth century onwards. Drury also saw similarities with echocardiograms, among other things, and superimposed the trace of a pilot's heartbeat onto one of his echogram sections (http://chrisdrury.blogspot.com).
With Drury's artwork, we are in a territory that we can all recognize: that of imaginative projection. Patterns produced by chaotic systems, such as clouds or, as Leonardo da Vinci recognized, in stains on walls, are particularly amenable to such projection. The Chinese painters, for their part, certainly exploited what might be called controlled chance when they let their ink run on the paper.
There is no right or wrong in this kind of reading by visual analogy. It is certainly very different from how scientists read echograms. But it is not necessarily unscientific. It can lead us into thinking about the kind of natural properties that have fascinated artists and scientists alike: time, accretion, flow, pattern, chaos, selforganization, rhythm, layer, scale, organic, inorganic, human and non-human. At the heart of these properties are processes that can be vast and minute, robust and fragile -and beautiful. Our engagement with the processes using every faculty we have available is what stands between us and disaster. 
